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 Opinions on cultural diversity and tolerance   

Complete the opinions using the words from the box: 
 

 
opinion - that – a – who - traveling – thing – I – opens 

tolerance - my – us – friends - about – helps – societies 
 

 

1. I think __________ cultural diversity makes our world more colorful. 

2. In __________ opinion, tolerance is essential for a peaceful society. 

3. I think learning __________ other cultures is fascinating. 

4. I believe that respecting other people's beliefs is __________ sign of maturity. 

5. In my _______________, every culture has something unique to offer. 

6. I believe tolerance __________ prevent conflicts. 

7. I think that cultural exchange programs are a great way to learn about 

    other _______________. 

8. I think that _______________ to different countries can be  

    a life-changing experience. 

9. I believe that respecting cultural differences makes __________ better  

     global citizens. 

10. In my opinion, _______________ helps us build strong and diverse communities. 

11. I think it's great when people from different cultures become _______________. 

12. I think that being curious about other cultures is a good __________. 

13. In my opinion, I admire people __________ can adapt to different cultural norms. 

14. __________ believe that tolerance is the key to a harmonious society. 

15. I think that cultural exploration ___________ doors to mutual understanding.  
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